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FAST APPROXIMATION TO THE SPHERICAL
LINEAR INTERPOLATION FUNCTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present inventionis related to interactive enter-

tainment products for advanced entertainment systems
including computer entertainment systems, game consoles,

hand held gaming devices and personal computers. More
particularly, the present invention is directed towards the

techniques that are employed for the generation of graphics

and animations in such interactive entertainment products.

[0002] A large part of what users of current interactive

game engines see is the play back of computer generated
animations on a display. As users have been getting more

sophisticated, they tend to demand ever morerealistic com-
puter generated animations. To this end, interactive game

engines strive to play back animations at variable frame
rates, while smoothly transitioning from animation to ani-

mation. Interactive game engines use interpolation to tran-

sition from one image frame to another and to mix several
animationsat once so that the game characters respondto the

user’s input continuously and without delay or even imme-
diately.

[0003] At the graphics engine level, one way of keeping
track of spatially varying features, such as the game char-

acter’s limb positions, etc., is by using quaternions. A

quaternion is an extension to normal complex numbers,
composed of a real numberand a vector and depends on one

real and three imaginary units. Quaternions, a generalization
of complex numbers having the form a+bi+cj+dk, where,a,

b, c, and d are real numbers, and where i?=j?=k*=-1, were
originally developed by the Irish mathematician, Sir William

Rowan Hamilton. While interactive video games were not

contemplated even by mathematical geniuses such as Sir
Rowanin the 1840’s, today, quaternions are commonly used

in 3D graphics engines to represent rotations and orienta-
tions of coordinate axes. Using quaternions,it is possible to

create smooth interpolations between tworotations. A rota-
tion is, for example,the direction a gamecharacter or a game

scene is pointing.

[0004] Qauternions have numerous advantages over other

waysof representing rotations. They use less memory than

matrices. Concatenation and inversion operations are fast.
Conversion to other representations is also very fast. For

these as well as other reasons, in an interactive game having
complex characters, thousands of quaternions may beinter-

polated per frame.

[0005] <A foundation of all these interpolations is the

spherical linear interpolation (Slerp) function, which inter-
polates between two quaternions. The Slerp function is

simple and mathematically robust, but it is a computation-

ally expensive function. This limits its usefulness as game
programmerscall it (the Slerp function) only sparingly. In a

complex animation engine where an abundance of blending
is occurring, this function can become a computational “hot

spot,” where the demand for such excessive computational

resources may at best only be met by relatively few rather
high-end processors, and at worst not be justifiable on the

most typical processors.

[0006] It has long been established that one way for the

reduction of computational hot spots is to use approxima-
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tions instead of the actual computation of desired functions.
However, approximations generally tend to speed things up

at the expense of accuracy.

[0007] There is therefore a need for an accurate approxi-

mation to the Slerp function for interpolating quaternions,

that is much faster to compute on current processors.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention provides a method for an
accurate approximation to the Slerp function for the inter-

polation of quaternions that is much faster to compute on
current processors. Specifically, the present invention pro-

vides a method for obtaining an interpolated quaternion
comprising forming a first product of a first quaternion and

a first scaling function; forming a second product of a second

quaternion and a secondscaling function; and forming a sum
of the first product and the second product, wherein thefirst

scaling function is approximated by obtaining a first poly-
nomial, and wherein the second scaling function is approxi-

mated by obtaining a second polynomial, thus obtaining an
interpolated quaternionthat is in between thefirst quaternion

and the second quaternion.

[0009] In one aspect, the obtaining of the first and the
second polynomials includes obtaining bivariate polynomi-

als. More specifically, the first and second polynomials are
approximations of a first and a second minimax bivariate

polynomials, wherein a minimax polynomial is a polyno-

mial of a given degree whose maximumerroris the smallest.

[0010] In certain aspects, the approximations of the first

and second minimax bivariate polynomials include first
and a second Chebyshev polynomial, wherein the Cheby-

shev polynomials are of order N, M, wherein N is less than

M.

(0011] For a further understanding of the nature and

advantages of the present invention, reference should be
made to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodimentof a

method for obtaining an interpolated quaternion in accor-
dance with the present invention.

[0013] FIG. 2A is diagram of one embodiment of a
computer system for executing a software program incor-

porating the described method for obtaining an interpolated
quaternion in accordance with the present invention.

[0014] FIG. 2B is a simplified system block diagram of a

typical computer system used to execute a software program
incorporating the described method for obtaining an inter-

polated quaternion in accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

INVENTION

[0015] Embodiments of the present invention provide a

fast and accurate method for obtaining an interpolated

quaternion. Before describing the methods in accordance
with embodiments of the present invention, a brief intro-

duction to the Slerp function is provided below.
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[0016] The Basic Problem

[0017] At the present, a common wayofobtaining a value

for an interpolated quaternion is by relying on the spherical
linear interpolation (Slerp) function. This function (Slerp) is
generally available as a rather stock function in most com-
monly accessible standard math libraries. Most of the these

standard libraries use the following equation, (Eqn. 1) for
evaluating the Slerp function (q, and q, are the beginning

and ending quaternions):

in(@(1 - Egn. 1
Slero(qn ta.) =a,+ Pan 1)

where ¢ = cos!(q, -q2)

sin(¢t)

sin(@) 2”
 

[0018] As can be observed,it is rather difficult to simplify

this equation, because, for example, there is no convenient
trigonometric identity for the (sin) of a nonintegral multiple

of an angle.

[0019] Furthermore, from an algorithmic or programming

perspective, converting Eqn. 1 into a computer useable code
is nottrivial. This conversion requires the resolution of two

difficulties. First, when the quaternions are nearly equal the

denominators approach zero, and numerically dealing with
near zero denominators is a difficult task. One way of

addressing this difficulty is to use linear interpolation. Sec-
ond, because quaternions exist on a hypersphere, there are

two paths between the input quaternions and thus two ways
to interpolate. It is desired to interpolate along the shortest

path. Even after addressing these two difficulties, an algo-

rithmic implementation of a Slerp function is computation-
ally very expensive(e.g. requires a disproportionate share of

computational resources).

[0020] For example, for each Slerp evaluation, this

method will require three calls to a (sin) function and atleast
one call to (acos [i.e. are cosine]) function. Such calls to
math libraries are computationally expensive. Moreover, the
method does not lend itself well for the exploitation of any

parallel processing, and thus the method cannot be made

computationally cheaper(e.g. by parallel or vector process-
ing). As can be seen, the (acos) function must be called
before making calls to the (sin) function. Such serial pro-
cessing, clearly does not enable an easy optimization (e.g.

vectorizing, or parallel processing). Optimization is gener-
ally demanded in mathematically intensive processing meth-

ods to speed up computations. Faster computations allow for

more quaternion interpolations, which in turn allow a more
complex and thus more realistic character animations in

interactive games.

[0021] Embodiments of the present invention recognize

this inherent limitation of the Slerp function and provide
methods that evaluate the Slerp function using a bivariate

(i.e. two variables) polynomial-based approach.

[0022] The Solution: A Fast Slerp Method

[0023] FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram 100 of an
embodiment of a method for obtaining an interpolated

quaternion in accordance with the present invention. In
order to obtain an interpolated quaternion that is bounded by

a beginning (first) and an ending (second) quaternion, the
method begins by obtaining a beginning orfirst (step 110)
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and an ending or second (step 112) quaternion. Next, a first
scaling function, which is approximated bya first bivariate

polynomial (i.e. depend on two variables) is obtained (step
114). Next, a first product of the first quaternion and the first

scaling function is obtained (step 116). Next, a second
scaling function, which is approximated by a secondbivari-

ate polynomial is obtained (step 118). Next, a second

product of the second quaternion and the second scaling
function is obtained (step 120). Lastly, the first and second
products are added together to obtain an interpolated quater-
nion value that is between the first and second quaternion

values. The methods used to determine the scaling functions
(i.e. the bivariate polynomials) are described in further detail

below.

[0024] The Slerp function (i.e. Eqn. 1), works by forming

a linear combination of the input quaternions (q, and q,).
Each quaternion is scaled and the results are added together.

Embodiments of the present invention are directed towards

the methods used to calculate the two scale factors. A
reformulation of Eqn. 1 makes this observation moreclear.

Slerp(qi, 42,1) = fild, Dai + fold, Dao, where (Eqn. 2)

sin(6(1 — 1)
sin()

sin(¢2)

Sint)”

Aig. D =

 fo. D =

and ¢ = cos"'(q: -q2)

[0025] As can be seen from Eqn.2,the scale functions (f,
and f,) are bivariate (i.e. take two scalar arguments) and
produce a scalar result. Their arguments t and @ are in the
ranges [0...1] and[0... 1] respectively, with t being a

measure of a distance along the path between q, and q,. As
is described below, Eqn. 2 is further reformulated to also

enable the polynomial approximation to also include the

inverse cosine function, as this will also speed up the
computation of the Slerp function.

Slerp(qi, 2,0) = file, Dai + fale, Daz, where (Eqn. 3)

sin(cos!(c)(1 — a)

sin(cos~!(c))
filo p=

sin(cos! (c))
fle j=

sin(cos-!(c))”

and ¢ = 41-42

[0026] The reformulation of [Eqn. 2 into (Eqn. 3)] pro-
vides a further improvement, because the arguments c and t

are now both in the range [0 .. . 1], and that allows for a

better polynomial fit for the scaling functions. A better
polynomialfit is allowed because c and t are defined over a

very convenient domain, and they are smooth and well
behaved. The bivariate function (polynomial) approximation

of the scale functions (f, and f,) will now be described
below.

[0027] One method for approximating the scaling func-
tions is to use a table to look up the value. However,

table-based methodsare presently less attractive since float-
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ing point operations (e.g. computations) are relatively cheap
and memory accesses (e.g. table look-ups) are relatively

more expensive. Furthermore, the table look-up or memory
access approach could potentially be more expensive, since

the approximations involve functions of two variables, and
thus require the tables be two dimensional and therefore

much larger.

[0028] A preferred method for approximating the scaling

functions f(x) is by evaluating a polynomial, which is

typically written as a sum of monomials:

Nab (Eqn. 4)

f= Pa) = )) ox
i=

[0029] where f(x) is the scaling function and P(x) is the
polynomial approximation thereto.

[0030] It should be noted that the polynomial of Egn.4 is
a univariate (i.e. depends on one variable), and is used for

illustration purposes only. The description below is further
expanded to describe the bivariate polynomial approxima-

tion. In a polynomial, The degree N of the polynomial

determines how accurate the approximation can be. Higher
degree polynomials can achieve higher accuracy but are

slower (computationally) to evaluate. There is therefore a
tradeoff between accuracy and speed, that depends on the

degree N of the approximating polynomial. In a two-step

process, once the degree of the polynomial, N, has been
chosen, then the best values for the coefficients c are

determined.

[0031] While an approximating polynomial can be made

exact for up to N values of x, it may leave values where the
approximationis inexact for other values of x. Therefore, in

certain embodiments, it is preferred to find the polynomial
with the best “worst case” performance. This best “worst

case” polynomial is sometimes referred to as the minimax

polynomial—i.e., the polynomial of given degree whose
maximum erroris the smallest. However, finding the mini-

max polynomial is a rather complex problem, even though
it has been a preoccupation of numerical analysts for many

years.

[0032] The description below now turns to the methods

used to approximate two minimax bivariate functions by
generalizing the aboveto bivariate polynomials. The scaling

function, function f(x, y) is approximated by evaluating a

bivariate polynomial of degree (N, M):

(Eqn. 5)

f(t. y) * Py) = ex!

[0033] As described above, first a degree (i.e. N, M) is

chosen and then the coefficients for the approximating
polynomial are determined. Furthermore, as stated above,

the values of N and M is Eqn. 5 are to be kept small,
otherwise there would not be any computational advantages

for approximating the scaling functions by using approxi-
mating polynomials (e.g. it would take just as long or longer

to compute using Eqn. 1).
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[0034] One method for determining the coefficients is to
evaluate the scaling functions (i.e. Eqn. 3) at many points

and to solve for the polynomial coefficients by the methods
of general linear least squares. An alternate method for

determining the coefficients is to use iterative-based meth-
ods using a Remez algorithm. Another method for finding

the coefficients for a polynomial that is close to the minimax

polynomial is by using a Chebyshev approximation. A
Chebyshev polynomial [T,,(x)] is defined in the following

manner:

T,(x)=cos(n cos™*(x)) (Eqn. 6)

[0035] Using trigonometric identities, the explicit polyno-

mial representations are:

To=1

Ty=x

To=2x?-1

T3=4°-3x

Ty=2xTy_4-Tp_», N=2 (Eqn. 7)

[0036] The Chebyshev polynomials are defined on the
domain [-1 ... 1], where they oscillate much like sine

waves, with a range of [-1 .. . 1]. The Chebyshev polyno-
mial T,(x) has n zeros at:

(Eqn. 8)

 

[0037] For any function f defined on the interval [-1...
1], an approximation built from the Chebyshev polynomials

that is exact at all of the N zeros of T,(x) is found, suchthat:

co (Eqn. 9)

2

 

N-1

f(x) = Pix) = >: ciTi(x)
=

[0038] where the coefficients c are formed from f and the
zeros of T,,(x) in the following way:

N (Eqn. 10)

c= =) FANT)
N =

[0039] The Chebyshev approximation works in the fol-
lowing way. First, using (Eqn. 9) and (Eqn. 10), the Che-

byshev approximation of the scaling function f for some

large values of N are generated. For the purposes herein,
N=32 proves to be enough,since it gives an approximation

that is exact at all N zeros of T,,(x) Then the sum is truncated
to some M much smaller than N.If the scaling function f is

smooth and well behaved, then the truncated sum will be
very close to the minimax polynomial of degree M. This

truncated sum works well because, for smooth and well

behaved functions the coefficients c decrease very rapidly, so
that the higher degree terms can be ignored with little loss

of accuracy. When they (higher order terms) are choppedoff,
they become a measure of the error of the approximation.
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Because the Chebyshev polynomials oscillate like sine
waves, this error tends to wiggle uniformly (and closely)

about zero. All of the “bad spots” in the approximation have
about the same small error, which is a desired feature for the

polynomial approximation.

[0040] Finally, since it is desired to approximate bivariate

functions, a generalization of the approximations stated in
(Eqn. 9) and (Eqn. 10) is:

N-1M-1 N-1 M-1

f(%, y) = PO, y) =
i=0 j= 1 i=l

[0041] where the coefficients c are formedin the following

way:

N-1 N-1 (Eqn. 12)

ey = F(X, MA)TiTj(%1)
i=0

[0042] Now to determine, the order (N, M) of the poly-

nomial, the approximating polynomial (Eqn. 11) is calcu-
lated for various degrees (N, M) andits error is measured

(with respect to the scale functions in Eqn. 9). The erroris
measured by checking the approximations at many points

and finding the maximum error. The results of this approach
which have beencarried out for several tens of thousands of

random points, are summarized below in Table 1. This table

(Table 1) shows the maximumerror for each polynomialthat
approximates the scaling function.

 

 

TABLE 1

Error of Degree (N, M) Approximation

M=2 M=3 M=4 M=5 M=6

N=2  .10927859 .02153335 01454472 01424960 .01425153

N=3  .10927007 .01411494 00272421 .00213571 .00211595

N=4  .10922394 .01446707 00149489 .00038519 .00032485

N=5  .10920927 .01456771 00141408 .00014173 .00005224

N=6_ .10920564 .01458300 00140275 00011094 .00001327
 

[0043] It can be seen from this table that thereis little or

no gain in accuracy when setting N>M, or M>N+1. This

table also showsthat the best approximations have M=N+1.
The measured error becomes small enough for skeletal

animation when N and M are about 4. The polynomial of
degree (4, 5) is particularly attractive because it is quite

accurate and is a good fit with Single-Instruction Stream
Multiple-Data Stream (SIMD) architectures that process

floating point operations 2 or 4 at a time. SIMD architectures

are essential in parallel computers. Their (SIMD)ability to
manipulate large vectors and matrices in minimal time has

created a phenomenal demandin such areas as weatherdata,
cancer radiation research as well as computer-based anima-

tions. The method described above for determining the
degree and coefficients of approximating polynomials is

extendible to other scenarios including animation scenarios

where polynomials of other degrees would be more suitable.
The choice of order (N, M) is dependent on the tradeoff

1 1 3
» cigTTY) — xy Co F(x) — 5D coiTi(y) — Zeon
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between speed and the level of accuracy, as well as the
particular scenario requiring quaternion interpolation.

[0044] Embodiments of the methods described above may
be implemented as a software program. Such a software

program may be written using a variety of programming
languages, including C, C++, visual C, Java, visual Java, and

other languages as is known to those of skill in the art of
interactive entertainment programming.

(Eqn. 11)

[0045] Anon-fully optimized software program using the

polynomial-based approximations to the scaling functions
for the Slerp function according to embodiments of the

present invention, executes approximately 4 times faster
than the standard Slerp function. This increase in speed is

significant considering the number of quaternion interpola-

tions that a typical game usesare in excess of thousands per
frame.

[0046] Embodiments of the methods described above may
be practiced in a multitude ofdifferent ways(i.e., software,

hardware, or a combination of both) and in a variety of
systems. In one embodiment, the described method can be

implemented as a software program. The software program
may be configured for execution by various computer sys-

tems or processors, including common computer entertain-

ment systems (e.g. PlayStation™ series of game consoles,
Nintendo™ series of game consoles including the Game

Boy™products) as well as personal computers (e.g. PC’s
and Macs).

[0047] FIG. 2A illustrates an example of a computer
system 210 for executing a software program designed to

perform each of the described methods. Computer system
210 includes a monitor 214, screen 212, cabinet 218, and

keyboard 234. A mouse,light pen, a joy stick, a gamepad, a

wheel or other I/O interfaces, such as virtual reality inter-
faces may also be included (not shown) for providing I/O

commands. Cabinet 218 houses a CD-ROM drive 216, a
hard drive (not shown) or other storage data mediums which

maybeutilized to store andretrieve digital data and software
programs incorporating the present method, and the like.

Although CD-ROM 216 is shown as the removable media,

other removable tangible media including floppydisks,tape,
flash memory, or gamecartridges may be utilized. Cabinet

218 also houses familiar computer components (not shown)
such as a processor, memory, andthelike.

[0048] FIG. 2B illustrates a simplified system block dia-
gram of a typical computer system 210 used to execute a

software program incorporating the described method. As
shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B, computer system 210 includes

monitor 214 which optionally is interactive with the I/O

controller 224. Computer system 210 further includes sub-
systems such as system memory 226, central processor 228,

speaker 230, removable disk 232, keyboard 234, fixed disk
236, and network interface 238. Other computer systems

suitable for use with the described method may include
additional or fewer subsystems. For example, another com-

puter system could include more than one processor 228
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(i.e., a multi-processor system) for processing the digital
data. Arrows such as 240 represent the system bus archi-

tecture of computer system 210. However, these arrows 240
are illustrative of any interconnection schemeservingto link

the subsystems. For example, a local bus could be utilized to
connect the central processor 228 to the system memory

226. Computer system 210 shown in FIG. 2B is but an

example of a computer system suitable for use with the
present invention. Other configurations of subsystems suit-

able for use with the present invention will be readily
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art. These other

systems include common computer entertainment systems
(e.g. PlayStation™ series of game consoles, Nintendo™

series of game consoles including the Game Boy™ prod-

ucts) as well as personal computers (e.g. PC’s and Macs).

[0049] Embodiments of the present invention offer several
advantages as compared to making calls to standard Slerp

functions. First, as described above are the advantages
gained by speeding up the turn around time for making

quaternion interpolations.

[0050] Additionally, the embodiments of the present

invention, provide the basis for further speeding up the turn
around time for making quaternion interpolations, when

many interpolations are required for quaternions having the
same t’s and/or c’s (i.e. input to the scaling functions). In

such a case,the part of the scaling functions that depend on
the fixed input(i.e. t or c) can be precalculated, thus reducing

the overall turn around time by approximately 75%. A most

common example is when t is fixed, for example, when
interpolating all the joint rotations in a human figure from

one pose to another, where t remains fixed, and the calcu-
lation can then be sped up by precalculating all the coeffi-

cient that depend on the fixed t. This further optimization is
possible due to the nature of the polynomial evaluations. A

call to a standard Slerp function is typically made when

blending two character poses together. This usually means
that for many consecutive calls to Slerp, the value of t

doesn’t change. The polynomial-based method in accor-
dance with embodiments of the present invention, enables

the reuse of most of the calculation. Alternately, the quater-
nions evaluations may be arranged so that powers of c are

computed first. This would allow for an optimization for the

case where c is constant over several calls, which would
occur in a character skinning renderer, where manyvertices

blend the same bones. These optimizations are not possible
whencalling a standard Slerp function.

[0051] Furthermore, the embodiments of the present

invention, provide an accurate approximation to the Slerp
function that is much faster to compute. It is more easily

optimized and can fully exploit vector processors for very

fast performance. The methodis fast enough to be used for
character skinning as well as in an advanced animation

engine, because, in part, there is no need to be concerned
about the cost of interpolating quaternions.

[0052] As will be understood by those of skill in the art,
the present invention may be embodied in other specific
forms without departing from the essential characteristics
thereof. For example, the approximating polynomials may
be evaluated at any order leading to an acceptable level of
estimation error, or that polynomials other then the Cheby-
shev polynomial may be used to approximate the scaling
functions. Accordingly, the foregoing is intended to be
illustrative, but not limiting of the scope of the invention,
whichis set forth in the following claims.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. A method for obtaining an interpolated quaternion,

comprising:

forming a first product of a first quaternion and first

scaling function;

forming a second product of a second quaternion and a

second scaling function; and

forming a sum of said first product and said second

product,

wherein said first scaling function is approximated by

obtaining a first polynomial,

wherein said second scaling function is approximated by

obtaining a second polynomial, thus obtaining an inter-

polated quaternion that is in between said first quater-

nion and said second quaternion.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said obtaining saidfirst

and said second polynomials includes obtaining bivariate

polynomials.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said obtaining saidfirst

and said second polynomials include obtaining approxima-

tions of a first and a second minimax bivariate polynomials,

wherein a minimax polynomial is a polynomial of a given

degree whose maximum erroris the smallest.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said obtaining said

approximationsofsaid first and said second minimax bivari-

ate polynomials comprises obtaining a first and a second

Chebyshev polynomial.

5. The method of claim 3 wherein said obtaining said

approximationsofsaid first and said second minimax bivari-

ate polynomials comprises obtaining a first and a second

Chebyshev polynomial, wherein said Chebyshev polynomi-

als are of order N, M, wherein N is less than M.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein said obtaining said

approximationsofsaid first and said second minimax bivari-

ate polynomials comprises obtaining a first and a second

Chebyshev polynomial, wherein said Chebyshev polynomi-

als are of order N, M, wherein M equals N+1.

7. Acomputer readable device having computer readable

code embodied therein, said code embodying instructions

for causing a computer to obtain an interpolated quaternion,

comprising:

instructions for forming a first product of a first quater-

nion and first scaling function;

instructions for forming a second product of a second

quaternion and a second scaling function; and

instructions for forming a sum ofsaid first product and

said second product,

wherein said first scaling function is approximated by

obtaining a first polynomial,

wherein said second scaling function is approximated by

obtaining a second polynomial, thus causing a com-

puter to obtain an interpolated quaternion that is in
between said first quaternion and said second quater-

nion.
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8. The computer readable device of claim 7 wherein said
code for obtaining said first and said second polynomials

further comprises instructions for obtaining bivariate poly-
nomials.

9. The computer readable device of claim 7 wherein said
code for obtaining said first and said second polynomials

further comprises instructions for obtaining approximations

of a first and a second minimax bivariate polynomials,
wherein a minimax polynomial is a polynomial of a given

degree whose maximum error is the smallest.
10. The computer readable device of claim 9 wherein said

code for obtaining said approximationsof saidfirst and said
second minimax bivariate polynomials further comprises

instructions for obtaining a first and a second Chebyshev

polynomial.
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11. The computer readable device of claim 9 wherein said

code for obtaining said approximationsofsaid first and said

second minimax bivariate polynomials further comprises

instructions for obtaining a first and a second Chebyshev

polynomial, wherein said Chebyshev polynomials are of

order N, M, wherein N is less than M.

12. The computer readable device of claim 9 wherein said

code for obtaining said approximationsofsaid first and said

second minimax bivariate polynomials further comprises

instructions for obtaining a first and a second Chebyshev

polynomial, wherein said Chebyshev polynomials are of

order N, M, wherein M equals N+1.


